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											Our graphic design strategy is a proven systematic approach to creating your identity and brand promotion.  We work closely with you to understand and merge your business objectives with creative visual solutions which move beyond just creativity. The goal of these visuals is to inspire, inform, captivate and attract consumers through various forms and mediums such as logos, brochures, business cards, web design, infographics, banners, flyers, etc.
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											We strive to create visual designs with character and relevance. The creative process is inherently an aesthetic experience which brings your brand identity to life through visualization. To this end, we use trade proven design principles along with our technical skills and talents to blend a combination of imagery, typography, illustrations, colors and everything in between to create your visual designs.
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											A Brand Style Guide is a rule book for your visual identity. These rules determine the look and feel of your company and how it is projected. Together, we'll create a comprehensive Style Guide covering the visual rules around your: Brand logo and usage, Fonts and Typography, Brand colors and color palettes, Illustrations, Image Setting, and Graphics.
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											The screen only captures one dimension of a project. Print has a distinct personal look and feel which delivers an exceptionally unique impact.

											Marketing collateral is any type of media material used to promote your company, products or services. This includes everything from print materials like brochures, stationary, flyers to digital content like online sales sheets, infographics, social media posts, and websites. Essentially, anything used to communicate your brand should be considered marketing collateral.

                                            Marketing collateral serves different purposes for various target audiences, but it collectively helps to support your marketing and sales efforts. For example, you might focus on building awareness if your audience is figuring out the challenges they are facing. If they know about your brand but are unsure about whether they should start using your product or service, you might create something that’s focused on converting them into qualified leads.

                                            Most marketing collateral contains at least one call to action. It may be as simple as asking the audience to check out your website or a more specific ask to check out a product or service. Regardless, your collateral should all have the same look and feel across them and work together to draw potential customers to your business.
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												Why Choose Us?

												Web DNA is a place where your visions are brought to life! 

												Web DNA was created with you in mind: your brand, your voice, your success.

											  Our mission is to help your business succeed by providing a  creative, impactful, and visual brand  identity which gives you the tools needed to attract the ideal customer again and again.
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							Featured Projects
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										LOGO, STATIONARY & MARKETING COLLATERAL

										
											South Merrimack Christian Academy
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										MARKETING COLLATERAL & LOGO DESIGN

										
											Mobius Mobility - iBOT
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										LOGO, STATIONARY, VEHICLE WRAP & MARKETING COLLATERAL
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								What Clients are saying...

							

						

						
							
								
                                
									
										
											
												Michael at Web DNA offers timely, professional support. His office is much more than a place that simply produces what you request. He asks questions and really works to form a partnership with you. This allows us to get to the root of things, so we always have a product that we want, need, and is always better than we originally conceived ourselves.

											

											
												BORCHERS TRUST LAW
												Mike Kotch, Business Manager
											

										

									

                                    
										
											
												I have worked with Michael at Web DNA for over 10 years. He has produced a variety of printed materials that have enhanced our branding efforts. From letterhead and business cards to envelopes of various sizes, Michael is able to maintain consistency in his design elements to provide exceptional products at a reasonable cost. With a smaller printing budget, I really appreciate the availability of different cost options to fit the current need. In addition, Michael is great to work with. He demonstrates excellent listening skills with a commitment to customer satisfaction.

											

											
												CONCORD CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
												Janell Spurr, Director of Operations & Registrar
											

										

									

                                    
										
											
												What I like most about DNA is the highly personal attention we receive. They're incredibly fast at turning around work, and are available seemingly 24/7! The fast turnaround also equals highly efficient, quality work. A win-win! They're always available to us when we need something "on the fly", too. They have gone above and beyond, sometimes at the last minute, to make things right for us. This level of service is invaluable! I wouldn't hesitate to recommend DNA to anyone and everyone!

											

											
												CERTUS INTERNATIONAL
												Sherry Bullwinkle, Clinicial Trials Manager
											

										

									
									
										
											
												Michael at Web DNA has been a very valuable partner for my high-end audio company. He designed and built a terrific website for us and has been there every time we needed him, whether it was editing and making sense of our text for web-site updates, guiding through the complexities of internet commerce, or designing great graphics to help us stand out in the market place. He is the best!

											

											
												LKV RESEARCH
												Bill Hutchins, Owner & Chief Designer
											

										

									

									
										
											
												Michael created and has been managing our web-site for several years. He has always been prompt and responsive with changes and updates. DNA also created our Demo Equipment Management web-app which has significantly improved accountability and allows us to better meet our customer’s needs. I have referred several counterparts from different areas of the USA and all have been very happy. Michael has given Rehab Marketing a very consistent and respectable image that has help our business immensely.

											

											
												REHAB MARKETING
												Richard Dove, Owner
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								Visual content converts faster than words alone. How’s that for your ROI?

								Contact us today to see how we can help strengthen your Brand.
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							About Us

							
								Web DNA
								PO Box 912

								Milford, NH 03055

								Phone: (603) 769-3159

								Email: info@web-dna.com
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                        Demers, Negrete & Associates, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

							

							
									
	
	


							

						

					

				

			
		


		
		

		
		

		
		

		
		

		
		
        
      

	